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THE NEW PLAZA at Temple
Square, first seen as a collabora-
tive effort between Salt Lake City
and the Church, has become the
grounds for a legal battle in-
volving freedom of speech,
freedom of religion, and the ease-
ment rights over two acres of
property that used to be part of
the city’s Main Street.

In early October, a federal ap-
peals court in Denver declared
LDS restrictions on the
plaza unconstitutional be-
cause in the agreement be-
tween the Church and city,
the city had retained an
easement on the property
and, as a public sidewalk,
such space is protected by
the First Amendment. The
ruling has exacerbated a
controversy that involves
Church officials, politi-
cians, lawyers, and commu-
nity leaders. Not only does
the future of the plaza hang
in the balance, but so does
the tenor of Mormon/non-
Mormon relations in the
city, and possibly the re-
election of Salt Lake City
Mayor Rocky Anderson.

LDS OFFICIALS
LAUNCH A RESPONSE

SHORTLY after the Denver
ruling, Church officials an-
nounced they would appeal
the case to the U.S. Supreme
Court, if necessary. “[The
Tenth Circuit has] declared
the sidewalks to be full-
blown public forums. That
ruling is unprecedented and
troubling,” says Church at-
torney Von Keetch. LDS offi-
cials argue the ruling
“allows those who wish to
demonstrate on private
property to override consti-
tutional private property

rights as well as the free exercise
of religion clause of the First
Amendment.”

In an bid to win the battle for
public opinion, LDS officials
launched an unprecedented pub-
licity campaign and sent a letter
to Mayor Rocky Anderson asking
him to give up or sell the ease-
ment. Anderson, a nonpracticing
Mormon, has said he cannot give
up the easement, partly because

residents were promised a legal
guarantee of passage through the
plaza. Says Anderson, “I find it
extremely ironic I’m being demo-
nized by a lot of people, in-
cluding [former] Mayor [Deedee]
Corradini and some officials of
the Church of Jesus Christ, be-
cause I have refused to renege on
a written contract that they
themselves negotiated, drafted,
and signed.”

But even if Anderson were to
give up the easement, some ob-
servers believe that free speech
rights could still be invoked by
citizens because the plaza is
built on what has traditionally
been a public space. 

In mid-November, the Church
also produced thousands of
packets entitled “The New
Church Plaza: A Perspective from
The Church of Jesus Christ of

Latter-day Saints.” Distrib-
uted to neighborhoods,
businesses, and wards
across the city, the packets
contain two full-color
brochures laying out the
LDS position on the issue
and responding to several of
the criticisms that have
been leveled about the way
the Church has handled the
matter. 

“Unfortunately, some
have . . . felt that this place
of peace should be a place
of protest, that this island of
quiet beauty should be used
for confrontational or noisy
demonstrations,” writes
President Gordon B. Hinckley
in the packet’s cover letter.
In best Mormon fashion,
President Hinckley asks Salt
Lake City residents to
“study and ponder” the
packet materials and makes
a plea for peaceful coexis-
tence.

Some suggested the
packet was a call to LDS
members in the valley to
lobby for the Church’s posi-
tion. Not so, says Presiding
Bishop H. David Burton.
“What [President Hinckley]
is asking [for] in his letter is
comments. He’s not asking
for blind obedience.”

Although the packet
may not have been a call for
lobbyists, the Deseret News
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DEFEATED IN COURT, LDS CHURCH LAUNCHES VIGOROUS
PUBLIC CAMPAIGN FOR TEMPLE SQUARE PLAZA

ABOVE: Looking North, the Main Street Plaza (highlighted) between Temple
Square on the left, and the Joseph Smith Memorial building on the right.

BELOW: Facing south, Brigham Young stands in the distance
as plaza-goers admire the temple reflecting pool.
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reported that approximately one
dozen Salt Lake stake presidents
were recently invited to meet
with Church officials to learn
more about the Church’s posi-
tion on the plaza. At this same
meeting, they were also encour-
aged to “raise their voices at City
Hall.” Each stake was asked to
invite at least ten members to at-
tend Salt Lake City Council
meetings to support the
Church’s position.

Even as they have encouraged
Latter-day Saints to be involved
in support of the Church’s stance,
LDS officials have been careful to
maintain that this issue shouldn’t
be seen as a litmus test for wor-
thiness. Addressing this issue in a
manner unusual for its forth-
rightness, Elder Lance B. Wick-
man, a member of the First
Quorum of Seventy, stated: “Can
we somehow debunk the idea
that members of the Church are a
bunch of automatons who
simply wait for the smoke to go
up from 47 S. Temple Street and
then march out like so many
minions to do the will of the
president of the Church? My
heavens, I would think in the
twenty-first century, in a rela-
tively educated place like this, we
could get rid of that. You’ve got a
bunch of Mormons beating each
other over the head with that.”

Comments and creative com-
promise proposals have been ar-
riving at Church headquarters
and City Hall by the hundreds,
but LDS officials have consis-
tently intimated that the only ac-
ceptable solution is to give the
Church the easement. “It’s hard
to see how we can move to any
kind of discussion of other op-
tions as long as the easement is
sitting square in the front,” says
the Church’s director of media
relations, Mike Otterson. “The
easement [issue] confronts the
Church with the reality of
having public protesters on our
own sacred ground.”

As Otterson had hinted, days
later, Church officials rejected a
“time, place, and manner” pro-
posed compromise by the mayor
suggesting the city maintain an
easement only on the sidewalk

FROM SQUARE TO RECTANGLE TO SQUARE ONE:
A CHRONOLOGY OF THE LDS PLAZA

11999988: Salt Lake City economic development director and LDS member
Stuart Reid approaches Presiding Bishop H. David Burton, inviting the
Church to build a plaza on the section of Main Street between North and
South Temple, with the city keeping the property title. Burton replies that
the Church would build the plaza only if LDS officials are allowed to control
the public’s behavior on the property.

DDeecceemmbbeerr  11999988: Without any reference to the easement issue, Mayor
Deedee Corradini and President Gordon B. Hinckley announce the LDS
Church will buy the section of Main Street for $ 8.1 million. Members of the
City Council complain the mayor didn’t inform the Council about the plan
in advance of the agreement.

MMaarrcchh  11999999: Planning Commissioner Craig Mariger questions Church
attorney Mark Mascaro about how the LDS Church would restrict behavior
on the plaza. Mascaro says that the plaza would be “a free park to the city”
and that the Church’s restrictions would address only “protests, banners, picketing—things like this.”

44  MMaarrcchh  11999999: The planning commission recommends the Main Street closure with a number of
conditions, including that “the plaza be no more restrictive than a public park, except there would be
no picketing or protesting.” In closed-doors negotiations, city officials and LDS lawyers remove this
condition and revise the sale draft.

1133  AApprriill  11999999: Mascaro tells the City Council that the Church supports the planning commission’s
conditions. The sale draft presented to the Council, however, is different from the one presented to the
planning commission. The revised draft allows Church security to evict pedestrians who assemble,
picket, distribute literature, sunbathe, smoke, carry guns, play music, make speeches, or engage “in il-
legal, offensive, indecent, obscene, vulgar, lewd or disorderly speech, dress or conduct.” The draft also
grants the Church the exclusive right to broadcast speeches, play music, and distribute literature.
Mariger states that even though he had approved the ban on protesters, none of the other restrictions
were presented to the commission. “This doesn’t sound like a public space to me,” Mariger tells the
Council, “it sounds like an annex to Temple Square.” Divided along Mormon vs. non-Mormon lines,
the Council votes 5–2 to approve the sale.

77  OOccttoobbeerr  22000000: The Church opens the plaza. LDS spokeswoman Kim Farah states that “the only
difference between Temple Square and the plaza is that the plaza is not gated.” Protesters attend the
opening and engage in behavior intended to defy the restrictions. In order to avoid confrontations on
a “historic weekend,” LDS officials declare a 48-hour moratorium on enforcing the restrictions.

NNoovveemmbbeerr  22000000: The ACLU files a lawsuit challenging the way Mayor Corradini sold the street.
Though not named in the lawsuit, the LDS Church files a motion to become a defendant in the case.

JJaannuuaarryy  22000011: District Court Judge Ted Stewart, a Latter-day Saint, throws out the ACLU lawsuit,
deeming the restrictions “reasonable.” The ACLU appeals in federal court.

SSeepptteemmbbeerr  22000022: Members of an evangelical group are blocked from walking through the plaza.
One of the members had been previously arrested for distributing anti-LDS literature on Church prop-
erty. LDS media relations official Dale Bills acknowledges that in blocking the group’s passage, Church
security had misunderstood the public easement and assures that the “misunderstanding has now
been cleared up.”

OOccttoobbeerr  22000022: Three Tenth Circuit judges reverse Judge Stewart’s decision, lifting all the restric-
tions imposed on the Plaza. Lawyers for the LDS Church request a new hearing with all the judges of
the Tenth Circuit court. LDS officials ask Mayor Rocky Anderson to give up the easement. Mayor
Anderson decides instead to attempt to resolve the matter by suggesting some constitutionally allowed
“time, place, and manner” restrictions—a solution that would guarantee public access to the plaza.

NNoovveemmbbeerr  22000022: The request for a Tenth Circuit rehearing is denied. LDS leaders announce they
will appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court. LDS officials launch a massive PR campaign for the easement.

DDeecceemmbbeerr  22000022: Mayor Anderson offers “time, place, and manner” restrictions that are rejected
outright by the Church, increasing the likelihood the Church will appeal the Denver court’s ruling to
the U.S. Supreme Court. Group uses the plaza to host a vigil in support of Mormon scholar Thomas
W. Murphy (see story, page 73). President Hinckley gives preliminary endorsement to Anderson and
the Alliance for Unity’s “land for peace” plan.

Sources: Deseret News, Salt Lake Tribune, <www.slcgov.com>, <www.lds.org>.

Bishop H. David Burton
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AS THE DENVER judges noted in their October ruling, part of the
problem the Church would face in court is the change in rhetoric
LDS officials have used to describe the plaza as the process moved
from the Church’s pitch of the idea to the public to its defense of
its right to impose restrictions on the property.

The plaza was first described as “a free park to the city,” a “pedes-
trian-friendly area,” and “a public environment.” Yet, as LDS officials
began to defend the restrictions, they shifted, referring to the plaza
with terms like “private religious property,” an “ecclesiastical park,”
and “sacred ground.” 

Perhaps the most memorable description of the project was made
in November 1999, when Church architect Kerry Nielsen compared
the plaza to the Champs Elysees and said the project would give Salt
Lake City “a little bit of Paris.” That statement was taken as both hy-
perbolic and ridiculous—especially considering that activities such
as smoking and protesting had already been explicitly banned from

the plaza. “Which ‘little bit of Paris’ are they talking about?” Mayor
Rocky Anderson asked as the controversy raged. “Maybe they had a
different part of Paris in mind than we did.”

After the Denver court’s ruling, ACLU Attorney Stephen Clark
said he hoped the Mormon Church would accept the decision and
“create, in addition to ‘a little bit of Paris,’ a little bit of Hyde Park in
downtown Salt Lake City, so all viewpoints are heard.” 

A brief look at other ways the plaza is referenced in speech and
print is also instructive. Whereas the LDS Church systematically calls
the space “the LDS Plaza” or “the Church Plaza,” Mayor Anderson
calls it “the Main Street Plaza.” Local newspapers have used all three
terms to refer to the project, but a count of all occurrences in the two
major Salt Lake City newspapers since 1998 reveals that both the
Salt Lake Tribune and the Deseret News favor the expression “Main
Street Plaza” over all others. Not surprisingly, the LDS Church News
prefers “the Church Plaza.”
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next to the Joseph Smith
Building (along the plaza’s east
edge, farthest away from the
temple). Under this plan, leaflet-
ting and other “peaceful, expres-
sive activities” such as picketing,
proselytizing, and other general
forms of speaking out would
have been allowed.

Two weeks later, following be-
hind-the-scenes negotiations ini-
tiated by a group of religious and
community leaders known as the
Alliance for Unity, and with the
intervention of LDS millionaire
Jon Huntsman,  a second plan
was proposed by Mayor
Anderson. Under this new plan,
the city would give up the ease-
ment entirely and allow the
Church to impose behavior and
speech restrictions. In exchange,
the Church would donate a two-

acre lot on Salt Lake
City’s traditionally un-
derserved west side
and help the Alliance
for Unity raise funds to
build facilities for
youth. As part of the
exchange for the ease-
ment, the Church
would promise to
allow public passage
through the plaza.

Although LDS offi-
cials are still studying
the new proposal,
Bishop Burton stated
the new plan “repre-
sents a potentially
workable solution.
President Hinckley has
seen the [new] pro-
posal and endorses
[it].” 

A “LITTLE BIT OF PARIS” OR “SACRED GROUND”?
CHANGING DESCRIPTIONS OF THE PROJECT

Salt Lake City
Mayor Rocky Anderson

I find it extremely ironic 
I’m being demonized by 
a lot of people, including

the former mayor and 
some LDS officials, 

because I have refused 
to renege on a written 
contract that many of 

these same people 
negotiated, drafted, 

and signed.
—Mayor Rocky Anderson

Can we somehow 
debunk the idea that 
members of the Church 
are a bunch of automatons 
who simply march out like 
so many minions to do the 
will of  the president of 
the Church? You’ve got 
a bunch of Mormons 
beating each other over 
the head with that.
—Elder Lance B. Wickman

Elder Lance B. Wickman
of the Seventy

SMILE—YOU’RE ON CHURCH SECURITY CAMERA

LDS OFFICIALS HAVE in the past used the Church’s
website to present only the best view possible of
Temple Square, but that has recently changed. As
part of the campaign for full control of the plaza,
Church security personnel are videotaping un-
Churchlike incidents taking place on the disputed
space and even posting some of the footage on the of-
ficial website <www. lds.org>. In a 49-second
snippet, a loud anti-Mormon preacher calls Brigham
Young a “whoremonger” and loudly asks passers-by,
“If you were to die today, would you be in heaven, or

would you be in hell?”
Church security is also posting a log of “disruptive events”—some of

which sound like real disruptions, while others sound almost humorous. “An
apparently intoxicated female approached a member of Church security on
the plaza and asked if he was dating anyone,” reads an incident report for 28
November. “She described herself as the ‘futuristic plastic Barbie.’” Another
entry on the log cites as a disruption “two young men remov[ing] coins from
the reflecting pond on the plaza.”

According to Church spokesman Dale Bills, security guards “have in-
creased their monitoring activity because of the public scrutiny.” 

Church security
films protesters.
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SEVERAL RECENT INSTANCES
in which LDS scholars have been
excommunicated or contacted by
Church leaders to defend their
writings have caused a stir in
Mormon intellectual circles as
well as made headlines in promi-
nent national news outlets.

Shane Whelan, author of the
book, More Than One: Plural
Marriage, a Sacred Heritage, a
Promise for Tomorrow, was ex-
communicated in a disciplinary
council 11 August 2002 (see
story, page 74). Thomas W.
Murphy, an anthropology pro-
fessor at Edmonds Community
College, in Edmonds,
Washington, was granted a re-
prieve one day before a sched-
uled disciplinary council in
which he fully expected to be ex-
communicated, and Edward
Ashment, an LDS Egyptologist
living in California has been con-
tacted by his stake president
about his research. One other
scholar, who wishes to remain
anonymous, has also confirmed
recent meetings with the stake
president for similar reasons. It is
not clear if these cases are re-
lated, though inevitably some
observers have speculated that
four actions in four months sig-
nals a new headquarters-directed
campaign against scholars who
publish findings that challenge
Church positions.

Tom Murphy’s experience
began with a 27 November
meeting with his stake president,
Matthew Latimer, which Murphy
describes as “courteous and po-
lite.” Latimer said an unnamed
person had given him a copy of
Murphy’s article, “Lamanite
Genesis, Genealogy, and
Genetics,” which appeared in the
recent Signature Books’ an-
thology of Book of Mormon
studies, American Apocrypha.
Murphy’s essay analyzes genetic
studies of Native Americans from
North, Central, and South
America that challenge long-held

Church teachings that Native
Americans descended from peo-
ples whose history is chronicled
in the Book of Mormon. In a
letter circulated to family and
friends, Murphy says that
Latimer asked him to “confirm
his understanding that my article
concluded that the Book of
Mormon was a nineteenth cen-
tury document, a position that
was contrary to the teaching of
the Church.” Murphy acknowl-
edged Latimer’s understanding
was correct and explained that he
had “come to that conclusion
after entering Book of Mormon
scholarship as a defender . . .
only to confront overwhelming
evidence of the scripture’s
modern origin.”

Inquiring about Murphy’s fu-
ture plans, Latimer informed
Murphy that as stake president, it
was “his duty to ensure that
members of the LDS Church do
not publish materials, contrary to
the teachings of the Church.”
When asked if he had plans to

publish further, Murphy re-
sponded that even excommuni-
cation would not discourage him
from “openly and honestly con-
front[ing] the difficulties
plaguing the Book of Mormon
and its representations of
American Indians.”

Latimer offered Murphy an
opportunity to take a few weeks
to rethink his position, but
Murphy rejected the offer, and a
disciplinary council was sched-
uled to meet on Sunday, 8
December. 

PRIVATE BECOMES PUBLIC

ONE of those who received
Murphy’s aforementioned letter
was Ron Priddis, managing ed-
itor of Signature Books, who for-
warded the letter to Patty Henetz
of the Associated Press. Henetz’s
30 November story was carried
nationwide by several newspa-
pers, including the Washington
Post, New York Times, Houston
Chronicle, and Los Angeles Times.

The story also appeared on CNN,
MSNBC, and other news channels
throughout the country. Several
of these media outlets had their
own reporters follow up on the
story, keeping it in the national
eye for the following week. 

As the date of the council ap-
proached, friends and supporters
of Murphy took action. They
began to organize vigils
throughout the country, designed
to support Murphy and raise
awareness of free speech issues in
the Church. The two most visible
vigils were planned for Murphy’s
Lynnwood, Washington, stake
center and the Main Street Plaza
in Salt Lake City.

SEVERAL LDS AUTHORS “CALLED IN” 
TO DEFEND CHALLENGING WRITINGS 

MURPHY SUPPORTERS PROTEST ON MAIN STREET PLAZA

EVEN AFTER RECEIVING news that Tom Murphy’s discipli-
nary council had been indefinitely postponed, twenty or so
demonstrators descended on the Church-owned Main Street
Plaza 8 December. The group, which included active Latter-day
Saints, ex-Mormons, and atheists, made two complete circles
around the plaza’s perimeter, stopping twice, each time to share
their thoughts and reflections. Janice Allred read a statement
from the Mormon Alliance, whose mission is to help stop ec-
clesiastical abuse within the Church; others also spoke about
the harm done by excommunication and expressed solidarity
with Murphy. In addition, the protester’s focus included free
speech, Book of Mormon racism, and restrictions on the
Church plaza. 

Several demonstrators brought signs exclaiming “Tom
Murphy gets burned at the stake center,” “And it came to pass
that no Lamanite DNA was found throughout all of the land,”
“Proud to be a DNA Mormon,” and “We thank thee O God for a
mayor,” among others. The vigil lasted two hours and came off
peacefully with marchers mostly remaining silent. With large
crowds in the plaza and on Temple Square enjoying the
Christmas lights, some passersby took offense at the demon-
stration and the protesters were subjected to minor heckling.

Ron Priddis (left) and other 
demonstrators march in support of

Thomas Murphy and in protest against
Church attempts to limit free speech.

Thomas W. Murphy
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On 7 December, the day be-
fore Murphy’s scheduled Church
court, Latimer contacted the
scholar, saying he had decided to
postpone the council indefi-
nitely. In a brief statement to the
press explaining his decision,
Latimer noted, “Decisions re-
lating to spiritual welfare are a
private matter between each
member and his or her local
Church leader. Unfortunately,
this matter has received media
attention, and Mr. Murphy him-
self has stated publicly that my
decision to hold a disciplinary

council is emotionally difficult
for him. In light of these consid-
erations, I think it is best not to
proceed at this time.”

When word of the postpone-
ment became public, all vigils,
except for the one in Salt Lake
(see sidebar), were cancelled.
The story seems to have now
quieted down, although Murphy
says that Science magazine plans
to run a story that will include
greater focus on the issue of DNA
evidence. At press time, Murphy
had not been contacted further
by Latimer.

REMAINING PRIVATE

IN contrast to Murphy’s story,
which was heavily publicized in
the press, details of the contact
between Edward Ashment and
his stake president have been vir-
tually unknown. This is in
keeping with Ashment’s wishes.
When contacted by SUNSTONE,
Ashment confirmed that in late
July or early August he had been
contacted by his stake president,
“most recently in reference to
some of his writings about the
Book of Abraham,” but declined

to give more specifics. Ashment
did indicate that after exchanging
letters with his stake president,
he has received no further con-
tact about this matter.

SUNSTONE has been able to
confirm that another LDS scholar
has recently had a series of meet-
ings with his or her stake presi-
dent to defend scholarship
presented about another chal-
lenging issue. However, this indi-
vidual has declined to be named
and has determined to keep de-
tails of these discussions out of
the press altogether.

THE CASES DESCRIBED above stand in stark contrast to events
which unfolded this past August for two other Latter-day Saints.
Following spiritual promptings that they should share some of the
positive views of Mormonism’s polygamist past they had encoun-
tered researching the topic, Shane Legrande Whelan and his wife of
four months, Rhonda, decided to write a book. Unlike many other
treatments of the subject, this book would not be a “fundamentalist”
treatise but rather a work geared to helping Latter-day Saints better
appreciate their own heritage and understand the doctrines sur-
rounding the past practice. Previously, Shane had been a marketing
director for a major insurance company, but they decided that he
should now research and write full time. The project occupied the
next two years of their lives, and the culmination of their work was
the December 2001 publication of More Than One: Plural Marriage—
A Sacred Heritage, a Promise for Tomorrow.

In presenting their research, the Whelans (Shane is the author,
but it was a team effort) write positively of polygamy, noting that the
Church has never renounced it as a doctrine, only as a practice.
Throughout the book, the Whelans are careful to note that although
they look forward to the day when the Lord sees fit to restore the
principle again, the reinstatement of plural marriage would “require
certain changes in the laws of the land, in our social responsibility,
and in the religious principles that make up the foundation of our
society. This accomplished, the Lord could then voice his approval
through the latter-day prophet giving him permission to once again
commence the practice of plural marriage in the Church” (181).

Self-published, the book immediately enjoyed solid sales through
its website, <www.zionpublishers.com>, and is still carried in many
LDS bookstores. Ads for the book ran on Church-owned KSL radio
during April General Conference weekend, boosting sales.
Encouraged by this success, the Whelans decided to launch a bill-
board campaign, and beginning in June, four billboards went up
along the Wasatch front (see picture). 

The new billboards triggered an immediate response from the
Whelans’ stake president, Brent B. Cleverly, who asked to meet with
them. In their 23 June meeting, Shane Whelan reports Cleverly ex-
pressed his feelings that they were “promoting plural marriage” and
his displeasure, calling the book “an embarrassment to the Church.”
After a brief discussion, he demanded the Whelans stop the billboard
ads, shut down the webpage, and cease selling the book. The
Whelans explained that their finances were deeply interwoven with

the book and that doing so would bankrupt their
company and they would be unable to meet their
obligations to the printer and other creditors.
Cleverly insisted they do it anyway.

After several days of consideration, the Whelans individually
wrote letters to Cleverly explaining they felt it wasn’t fair to be asked
to bankrupt their company and reiterating that they were not pro-
moting polygamy and fully supported the prophet. After meeting
again three weeks later, the stake president put both Shane and
Rhonda on informal probation. On 28 July, Cleverly then sent letters
informing them he had scheduled separate disciplinary councils for
them, Shane’s for 11 August and Rhonda’s for 28 August.

The result of Shane’s ninety-minute council was excommunica-
tion for “apostasy.” In an interview with SUNSTONE, Shane expressed
great dissatisfaction and reiterated various procedural errors that had
occurred. Rhonda’s three-an-a-half hour council led to disfellowship-
ment. Two days later, Rhonda told Shane she was divorcing him. As
part of the conditions for eventual reinstatement to full fellowship,
she had been ordered to stay away from evil influences, with Shane
being explicitly named as one. When Shane reminded his wife of the
spiritual experiences they had had while writing the book, Rhonda
said she had been convinced by the stake presidency and high
council that those experiences, along with her prayers about whether
or not to marry Shane, had been answered by “the wrong source.” 

Reflecting on his first and only encounter with Church discipli-
nary procedures, Shane states: “Being excommunicated from the
Church has been a heartbreaking experience and has left many scars,
but even more damaging is the knowledge that Church leaders de-
liberately and directly took steps to destroy our marriage. How can I
ever return to a church that justifies the destruction of a family in
order to build the kingdom of God?”

CHURCH DISCIPLINES AUTHORS, LEADS TO FAMILY BREAK-UP

Above: Billboard advertising More Than One
Right: Shane Legrande Whelan
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